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PC Welcomes Steve Pemberton
Author and Philanthropist to Speak at 2019 Commencement
by Taylor Godfrey ’19 and Abigail
Czerniecki ’19
Editor and Associate Editor-in-Chief

COMMENCEMENT
Steve Pemberton has been announced as the
2019 Providence College Commencement speaker.
Pemberton is a human rights advocate and
currently serves as Chief Human Resources Officer
at software company, Workhuman. Formerly the
Vice President and the first Chief Diversity Officer
for Walgreen's, Pemberton speaks from his troubled
childhood to advocate for human rights today.
The committee to select the Commencement
speaker chose Pemberton after watching hours
of video of his previous speaking engagements.
Pemberton was elected for his engaging manner of
speaking and the strong interest towards student
success that he has demonstrated over the years. It
is especially crucial the Commencement speaker is
able to captivate that the audience and the graduates
after several speeches by the president, honorary
degree recipients, and degree announcements. The
role of the Commencement speaker is to inspire and
offer advice to the graduates and the committee
believes Pemberton will deliver.
Pemberton’s story is one of facing and overcoming
adversity. After being put into foster care at the age
of three, Pemberton suffered hardships such as
abusive foster families, but despite this adversity,
he was able to earn both his undergraduate and
master's degrees from Boston College.
In 2012, he published a best-selling memoir, A
Chance in the World: An Orphan Boy, A Mysterious
Past, and How He Found a Place Called Home, about
his childhood experiences and how they made him
who he is today. A Chance in the World was also
made into a film, directed by Mark Vadik, that was
released in May 2018.
The title of Pemberton’s book, and the subsequent
film, was inspired by one of his old babysitter’s
diary entries. His babysitter had written that the
little boy, Pemberton, “didn’t have a chance in the
world.” Pemberton used his hardships, such as this
one, as a means to excel in academics and his adult
years.
A Chance in the World is also the name of the
foundation Pemberton runs with his wife, Tonya.
Aimed at giving more kids the opportunity to get
an education and reach their goals, the foundation
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Steve Pemberton is a business executive and
philanthropist who, inspired by the hardships in his own
past, is dedicating his life and career to helping others in
his community.

supports schools and charitable organizations, as
well as offers the Steve Pemberton Scholarship to
deserving students at Nativity Preparatory School
in New Bedford, Massachusetts.
Pemberton discusses in his memoir the
“lighthouses” he had throughout his difficult
journey from his adolescent and teenage years.
These “lighthouses,” Pemberton describes in his
book, are those who showed him small acts of
kindness, such as his neighbors or his teachers. It
was those who showed him love and taught him
kindness that influenced his future successes.

He has been awarded the Trumpet Award,
created to recognize black humanitarians who have
succeeded against tremendous odds, as well as the
U.S. Congress’s Horizon Award for individuals
from the public sector who have changed the lives
of young Americans.
Pemberton is also an accomplished speaker,
delivering addresses at many different corporations
and nonprofits. He has given keynote addresses and
Commencement speeches at numerous colleges
and universities, including Boston College, DePaul
University, Mount Ida College, and Northwestern
University.
In his 2016 Commencement speech at Mount Ida
College, Pemberton mentioned how he will likely
be forgotten by the graduates gathered before
him, but that he hoped they would allow him to
jump into their family photos after the ceremony.
This is a spirit that Steven Maurano, associate
vice president of public affairs, community &
government relations, noted Pemberton is eager
to bring to the PC Commencement. He added
that Pemberton hopes he will be able to go out
among the community and the students before
the ceremonies, emphasizing his dedication to the
communities of which he is a part.
Pemberton will receive an honorary degree
from the College for his participation in this year’s
Commencement exercises.
In addition to Pemberton, five other
honorary degree recipients will be recognized at
Commencement: Sister Larraine Lauter, an Ursuline
nun whose 40 years of service include work as
a teacher, pastoral minister, environmentalist,
and advocate for minority communities;
Marta Martinez ’79, the executive director of
Latino Arts RI, manager of La Galería del Pueblo
Cultural Center in Central Falls, artist-in-residence
at Trinity Repertory Theatre; Marifrances McGinn,
PC’s first female vice president and formerly the
College’s in-house legal counsel for 20 years; Dr.
Steven Mecca ’64 and ’66 G (posthumously), a PC
physics professor who also served as vice president
of academic affairs and president of the Faculty
Senate during his time at PC; and John Murphy,
Sr., CEO of Beara Capital, LLC and founder of the
Dr. Kenneth R. Walker ’57 & ‘83Hon. Scholarship at
PC.
The Commencement ceremony will take place
on Sunday, May 19 at the Dunkin’ Donuts Center
in downtown Providence.
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From left to right, Sister Larraine Lauter, Marta Martinez '79, Marifrances McGinn, Dr. Steven Mecca '64 and '66G, and John Murphy, Sr, who will all be receiving honorary degrees
from Providence College during the 2019 Commencement exercises.
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In Their Natural Habitat

Friars Participate in Spring Break Service Trips
by Matthew Mazzella ’20
News Staff
ON CAMPUS
This past spring break, Providence College
students traveled across the East Coast to get their
hands dirty and volunteer through Habitat for
Humanity. These Friars made it their mission to give
back to various communities and showcase what
Providence College is all about.
Volunteer sites that Friars travelled to include
Rockport,
Maine,
Bridgeport,
Connecticut,
Georgetown, Deleware, Mechanicsville, Virginia,
York, Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania,
and
Kittanning,
Pennsylvania.
Senior coordinator and group leader, Ryan
O’Keefe ’19, had his calendar marked for this trip
every year, as it is one of his most cherished activities
as a PC student.
O’Keefe elaborates on his passion for this
trip by stating, “This was my fourth Habitat for
Humanity Trip, second as group leader, and firsttime coordinator. Habitat for Humanity has held a
special place in my heart over the four years here
at Providence College and when I was offered the
position to be the 2018-2019 coordinator a little over
a year ago, I was absolutely ecstatic to accept. This
year we had over 100 participants at eight different
sites across the east coast, stretching from Maine
down to Virginia.”
With so many students looking to volunteer,
Habitat for Humanity is the perfect trip for Friars
looking to give back and help out others.
Sarah Kerrigan ’20 loves the opportunity that
Habitat for Humanity offers to give back to those less
fortunate. Kerrigan loves incorporating service into
her spring breaks, which is exactly why she chose
Habitat for Humanity. The trip was a rewarding
experience for her, as she got to help out those

Habitat for Humanity provides Friars with the opportunity to give back to the community.

who needed a helping hand, as well as meet some
amazing people along the way.
Kerrigan elaborated on her love for this trip by
stating, “Habitat is the perfect way to spend spring
break; it’s a total mixture of giving to those less
fortunate, as well as meeting and working with some
of the most amazing people who become lifetime
friends.”
Paige Christianson ’20 is an annual volunteer on
Habitat for Humanity trips, making this past spring
break her third trip while at PC. Christianson looks
forward to these trips every year; it is always the
highlight of her spring break.
She not only loves the friendships she builds
along the way, but the lives she impacts by her vow
to help others. Christianson described her love for
these trips by saying, “Habitat is a way to help give
others a fresh start with a new home, while making
new friends and memories with fellow friars.”

NORA JOHNSON '20/THECOWL

The trip was a huge success, and many cities
and towns benefitted from the help of PC students
lending a helping hand.
O’Keefe reminisces on his final trip by saying, “The
most beautiful thing about Habitat for Humanity is
that no matter where you go, or who you are with,
each participant is able to make the trip unique in
their own way. A Habitat for Humanity spring break
trip gives the participant a rare opportunity to escape
the Providence College bubble and become humbled
by the environment around them. That is why this
program is near and dear to my heart and that’s
why I keep coming back to serve for this special
organization.”
With so many students raving about their trips and
the impact it has had on their lives, students should
consider making this trip a part of their spring break
at Providence College. If you have any interest in
next year's upcoming trip, contact Campus Ministry

Letting the Good Times Roll
Friar Ball is a Hit Amongst Class of 2021
by Kyle Burgess ’21
News Co-Editor
ON CAMPUS
This past Friday, March 29, saw
the Class of 2021 take over the
Peterson Recreation Center for a
night of music and memory-making
at the annual sophomore Friar Ball.

Over 600 students quickly took to
the dance floor as Michael Splann
’19 provided the hottest tracks and
party anthems from the turntables.
Friar Ball is a collaborative project
between sophomore members of
Student Congress and members of
PC’s Board of Programmers (BOP).
These two organizations have
teamed up year after year to provide
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Stephanie Cameron '21 and Maddy Mulligan '21 dance the night away.

each sophomore class with an
opportunity to enjoy a night with
their classmates and peers in a
smaller, more exclusive environment
than the school-wide Black & White
Ball.
In addition to providing tunes,
BOP members stood on standby with
fan-favorite Ronzio’s party pies and
beverages for party-goers to enjoy
and refresh themselves with before
taking to the floor again.
“I think Friar Ball was a major
success this year,” remarked Korey
Lord ’21, president of the Class of
2021. “Congress and BOP worked
really hard on this event together to
give the sophomores a memorable
night; I think this event was so
successful because of the amount
of energy the Class of 2021 has in
store!”
The success of this year ’s Friar
Ball has inspired sophomore Student
Congress members to plan similar
events in the future for the Class of
2021 next year as juniors.
Additionally, a potential study
break for the sophomore class is
in the cards with final exams and
projects rapidly appearing on the
horizon.
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Students enjoy themselves at Friar Ball.
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To Bear or Not to Bear
PC Democrats and Republicans Square Off in Gun Control Debate
by Alexandra Huzyk ’20
News Staff
ON CAMPUS
On Wednesday, March 27, Providence College
Democrats and Republicans held a debate on gun
control.
Madison Clark ’19 and Bryan Bates ’20
represented the PC Democrats, while Krista Minniti
’20 and Charlie Dumon ’21 represented the PC
Republicans. Dr. Joe Cammarano, a professor of
public and community service and political science
at the College, acted as the moderator and enforced
the structural components of the debate.
The first question that was posed was: “Will gun
regulations make a community safer?”
The PC Democrats began with their argument,
asserting that statistics have proven that
communities with higher levels of gun ownership
have higher levels of gun violence per capita.
Clark argued that through the creation of gun
regulations, imposing consistent background
checks, and restricting open-carry laws, a
community would become safer. Bates added to this
argument, stating,“Some people say cars are more
dangerous than guns. Instead of outlawing them,
we regulated them to make sure they are safer for
society as a whole.”
In response, PC Republicans argued that gun
regulations would not make a community safer.
Minniti argued that a large percentage of
reported gun violence was attributed to suicide
and illegally owned handguns, which would be
attained through the black market no matter the
amount of regulations imposed. She used Canada
as an example of a country with higher gun rates
per capita and lower homicide rates than the U.S. to
further emphasize her point that regulations are not
the answer to making a community safer.
Dumon took a more radical approach in his
contribution, citing the Sutherland Springs Church
shooting in 2017. He claimed that, “Deregulations
are something that will make the community safer.”
Dumon stated that the only thing that ended the
massacre was a “good guy with a gun.”
Each side was given one minute to offer a rebuttal
to the opposing side’s argument. The Democratic
side chose to approach the point brought up in
regards to suicide.
Clark stated, “Over two-thirds of deaths related
to guns are also related to suicide.” People who
choose to use guns for a method of suicide are
more likely to actually die, as opposed to those who
choose to use pain killers or other methods. Clark
concluded that, “reducing the availability of guns
has an impact on whether or not a person actually
dies.”
The Republican members refocused on the
homicide rates, claiming that creating further gun
regulations would only cause more people to access
the black market. They cited Chicago as a city that
has some of the strictest regulations on guns in the

country, and yet has a very high homicide rate.
The second pre-determined question that Dr.
Cammarano posed was: “How should schools
prepare for active shooters?”
The Republicans initiated the debate, beginning
with the assertion that schools should have at least
one armed officer and there should be training for
teachers on how to use a firearem.
Dumon argued that it would be more efficient
and beneficial for a teacher to have a gun in order
to minimize carnage. He emphasized the amount of
time it would take to respond to a shooter without
having a gun, by counting the seconds it would
take to walk to the fire exit, attempt to get the fire
extinguisher, and successfully disable the shooter.
The Democrats argued that instead of giving
teachers guns, people should be confronting
the motivations and underlying causes of why
individuals commit school shootings. Instead of
arming staff on school grounds, Clark argued that
there should be resources provided to educate
teachers on how to resolve conflict without violence.
Clark also asserted that the presence of an armed
officer might add to existing tensions, particularly
in racially diverse schools. Bates added, “resource
officers can be a good asset,” if they are guided on
how to use their expertise within schools specifically.
Another question was: “How should the Second
Amendment be understood?”
Minniti began the argument for the Republican
side by stating that it should be interpreted in the
most literal sense. She claimed, “Without the Second
Amendment, there is nothing that stands between
citizens and anarchy,” for it was initially created for
defense against totalitarianism. Tyranny, Minniti
asserted, is not a thing of the past.

Dumon elaborated on this tangent, stating, “The
Second Amendment was the greatest gift that God
ever imposed on the USA,” because it protects all
other protections. He cited tyrannical leaders such
as Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin, Vladimir Lenin, and
Mao Zedong who took away peoples’ guns and
thus took away their fundamental ability to defend
themselves against their government.
Bates began the Democratic argument by stating
that the Second Amendment and the Constitution
itself “is a living and breathing document.” He
argued that if people fail to interpret it in a modern
context, we won’t be able to progress as a society.
Bates stated that the Amendment was “predicated
on the idea of a well-regulated militia,” which they
defined as state force.
Both Bates and Clark argued that the Amendment
was built to be flexible and to fit the modern age.
Other questions involved how each side
defined self-defense, if there should be a universal
background check, and if there should be any factors
that disqualify someone from the right to bear arms.
Followed by the discussion of these predetermined
questions was the opportunity for the audience to
submit questions for the panel.
These questions addressed critical topics such
as how one can objectively know whether or not a
guy with a gun is “good,” whether a teacher should
be obligated to use a gun on a student who has a
weapon, stand-your-ground laws, and how realistic
it is to argue that the Second Amendment protects
the right to defend against tyranny when weapons
of mass destruction exist.
This debate provided a unique opportunity for
PC students to voice their opinions about a divise
topic in a civil and engaging manner.

Students try to understand the gun control debate on Capitol Hill by holding their own in '64 Hall.
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Congress Updates
by Margaret Mahoney ’21
Student Congress Publicity
CONGRESS
On Tuesday, April 2, Student Congress welcomed Sara Eckhoff, from Day One Rhode Island.
Eckhoff is the Victim Advocacy, Support, and Education Coordinator for Providence College. She is a confidential resource for students and
faculty, and she is available to meet with any member of the campus community to answer questions, offer support, provide resources, and assist
individuals after an incident.
Eckhoff informed Student Congress that April is Sexual Assault Awareness Month, and that there will be several events on campus throughout
the month to raise awareness.
Furthermore, Eckhoff reiterated the importance of cultivating a culture at PC where sexual violence will not be tolerated at any level.
Following Eckhoff’s presentation, members of Congress voted to approve a Statement of Position supporting the "Introduction to Providence
College” one credit course.
Student Congress also voted to eliminate the core focus requirement starting for the Class of 2023.
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When Worlds Collide
Dr. Steven Barr Discusses How Science and Religion Can Coexist
by Malena Aylwin ’22
News Staff
ON CAMPUS
Last Thursday, March 28, Providence College
invited Dr. Stephen M. Barr to host a seminar on
the mythical conflict between science and religion.
Since the Middle Ages, it has been thought that
science and religion do not mix and are put at odds
with each other, but why?
Born into a Catholic family, Dr. Barr was always
influenced by this. When he decided he wanted
to be a STEM major, he wondered why so many
people thought that religion was against science.
“Popular belief tells us that science and religion
don’t go together, one is rational and the other is
irrational [myth],” said Dr. Barr.
Being a scientist, Dr. Barr raises this question in
his life because of his knowledge and practice of
Catholicism. “Many people wonder why I say that
religion and science can go together; in the end,
they both want to answer similar things. Science
tells us the things we can measure, and religion
[faith] answers deeper questions like the purpose
of human life or where do we go when we die?”
stated Barr.
Contrary to popular belief, science and religion
both provide a sense of wonder; and the idea that
everything in the natural world is held together in a
coherent manner. The majority of people that think
religion and science do not share the same ideals
or they are not supposed to be on the “same page”
are people that do not look at the bigger picture,
which shows that there is a midpoint in which the
perspectives meet and actually have the same goal
of answering questions.
Dr. Barr described the relationship between
science and religion, and how these two studies
impacted history, as well as modernity.
One aspect of his lecture that pertains to DWC
is the idea that there are no scientific facts that

contradict Catholic doctrine. As we discuss the
Bible and various religious figures, we discuss the
existence of God and how it cannot be proved or
disproved through science.
Martin Luther describes how one must have faith
in the existence of God in order to form a lasting,
genuine, and intimate relationship with God and
Catholicism.
Another point Barr made is that God is the
cause of nature and that nature is the evidence
of the existence of God. This idea also pertains to
DWC because of our discussion of the creation
story. If God created everything, then everything is
evidence of God’s existence.
The most interesting point that Barr made in his

discussion was the difference between science and
science materialism. Materialism is the idea that all
reality is reducible to matter. But if this idea is true,
human beings have no soul because they are no
more than a grouping of atoms. Thus, God would
also not exist because he is not a part of the physical
world. This idea seemed extremely important
due to the conflict between the idea of scientific
materialism and its relation to Epicureanism.
Overall, Barr’s lecture was an interesting talk
comparing the ideas of both religion and science.
Barr’s knowledge of this topic is essential because
if humanity learns how to accept different types of
perspective, it will relieve the problem of science
versus religion.

Dr. Steven Barr considers how science and religion are compatible in his own life.
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Featured Friar: Kelsey Christianson ’20
Newly Elected Student Body President
by Hannah Langley ’21
News Co-Editor
FEATURED FRIAR
While the Providence College
community relies on its faculty and
administration staff for many of the
decisions made on campus, PC’s
Student Congress also works to help
make every Friar’s experience a great
one.
One of the leading roles and largest
responsibilities on Student Congress
is student body president. On March
24-25, Student Congress elections
were held for various positions,
including for the spot to be student
body president for the 70th Student
Congress.
The winner, and next year’s
student body president, is Kelsey
Christianson ’20, a three-year member
of PC’s student congress.
Christianson, a political science
major and member of PC’s Liberal
Arts Honors Program, decided she
wanted to run for student body
president after much deliberation.
“Before I announced I was running,
I wanted to be completely sure that I
[could] devote my whole self to this
organization and was able to serve
the students at PC to the best of my
abilities,” said Christianson.
As a member of Student Congress
since her freshman year, Christianson
has had many different roles and
responsibilities, making her more than

qualified for her upcoming position.
In her freshman and sophomore
years she was the treasurer for
the Class of 2020. She currently
serves as a member of the Clubs
and Organizations Committee of
Congress, which oversees various
clubs, organizations, and other groups
on campus, informing them of their
responsibilities, overseeing activities

of these groups, and working with
students creating a new club or
organization.
Christianson talked about the goals
and objectives she hopes to achieve as
student body president next year.
One thing she feels very passionate
about is continuing the promotion
of inclusivity at PC both on and off
campus that current president Chris
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Christianson is eager to serve the PC community next year as student body president.

Campanelli ’19 has worked towards
this year.
She talked about her admiration
for Campanelli’s work on congress
saying, “He has been an incredibly
strong leader for not only Student
Congress, but the students of PC.”
She also discussed how she is
currently working with the rest of
the newly elected executive board
on long-term and short-term goals.
These goals include collaborating
more with other clubs and creating
a strong sense of community among
the members of congress themselves
in order to “emphasize the Friar
Family on our campus.”
When asked what her favorite
part about congress is, Christianson
responded that it is her fellow
congressmen and women. “The
people on this club,” she stated,
“show me every week that they
have the ability to use their voices to
fight for what they think is right on
campus.”
She talked about how she
appreciates congress for giving her
relationships she may have never
had if she did not join the club. She is
not only excited to continue working
with all her friends and other
congress members next year, but also
meeting and working with the new
students who join the club.
Christianson is thankful to the PC
community for this opportunity and
is looking forward to a great year
starting next fall.
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Release of Mueller Report Sparks Controversy
by Maura Campbell ’22
News Staff
WORLD NEWS
In recent weeks, Robert Mueller
completed his investigation of
President Donald Trump. Although
the full Mueller Report has yet to
be released to the public, Attorney
General William Barr released the Barr
Report—a four-page summary of the
Mueller investigation’s findings—on
Sunday, March 24.
The Barr Report explains the
results of the two-year investigation
into whether the Trump campaign
conspired with the Russian government
during the 2016 election, as well as
whether President Trump was guilty of
obstruction of justice.
The report states that Mr. Mueller
and his team of investigators did
not find sufficient evidence to
indicate that President Trump or his
campaign colluded with the Russian
government. The investigation did not
reach a conclusion about whether the
President obstructed justice.
The release of the Barr Report has
caused mixed reactions among the
media and the American people;
a conclusion to this large-scale
investigation of the president has been
long awaited.
Due to the nature of the conclusion
—that is, that the investigation team
did not find sufficient evidence to
prove President Trump’s guilt in either
charge—many media outlets have

called this a great political victory for
Trump. The New York Times and AP
News claim that a “cloud has lifted” over
Trump’s presidency, as the release of
the Barr Report has somewhat dimmed
accusations of collusion.
However, not everyone has reached
this conclusion as quickly. House
Democrats have largely emphasized
the line “while this report does not
conclude that the President committed
a crime, it also does not exonerate him,”
from the Barr Report. This line shows
the complexity of the investigation’s
findings. It did not conclude whether or
not the President obstructed justice, yet
did not clear him either.
President Trump has declared the
Barr report as a “complete and total
exoneration," despite the report’s
statement that it does not, in fact,
exonerate
him.
The
President’s
declaration of exoneration has been
largely repeated by members of his
administration, including White House
Press Secretary Sarah Sanders, as well as
by his fellow Republicans in Congress.
It is important to note, as well, that
the Barr Report does not represent the
full Mueller Report. The Barr Report is
merely a four-page summary of the raw
data found within the Mueller Report.
Since the release of the Barr Report,
there has been a public outcry for the
full Mueller Report to be released to the
public.
As of now, there is no set date for
the Mueller Report to be released or
a confirmation that it will even be
released at all. Senate Majority Leader

Cowl Correction: The Opinion article "Alumni and Family
Weekend: Separate the Event not the Families" in the March 7 issue
of The Cowl misstated the future of the Homecoming alumni event at
PC. The fall Homecoming event will include both alumni events as well
as student family weekend events. Family weekend will not continue to
be held in the spring.

DON'T MISS
OUT ON THIS
YEAR'S SPRING
CONCERT THIS
SATURDAY,
APRIL 6!

Mitch McConnell blocked a resolution
on Monday that would allow the
Mueller Report to be released to the
public. The blocking of this resolution,
which passed 420-0 in the House
of Representatives, raised questions
from the media and the public about
McConnell’s motivations for keeping
the Mueller Report confidential.

Regardless of the many differing
interpretations of the Barr Report and
its aftermath, it seems to be largely
agreed upon that it represents a
political victory for President Trump.
Accusations of collusion have followed
Trump’s presidency since he took
office, and the Barr Report has certainly
brought doubt to those claims.
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The release of the Mueller Report has been declared a political victory by President Trump.
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Update Class Selection Process to Accommodate Students
by Joshua Chlebowski ’21
Opinion Staff
CAMPUS
The season of course registration is upon us,
inspiring a flurry of activity amongst the students
of Providence College. With all of the course
requirements that need to be met, schedules are
being assembled with the utmost care.
The anxieties plaguing students arise not only out
of trying to create a schedule that fits their needs,
but also from the process of registering for courses.
There have certainly been recent positive
additions to the registration process, such as the
development of the “Schedule Planner” tool, which
helps students visualize any conflicts among their
desired courses itself.
There is no doubt that this program has helped
many students to add their intended course
selections to their registration cart smoothly,
eliminating mistakes that may prove problematic at
a later point.
This is not to say that the registration process
is without its flaws, though. One major concern
and struggle for students is the time when course
registration begins, at the early hour of 7:30 a.m.
Students set numerous alarms in order to get up
in time, make sure they are connected to PC Secure
and/or travel to a computer lab so their requests are
processed a fraction of a second faster than those
registering from the comfort of their dorm rooms.
Since the earliest starting time for an
undergraduate class on campus is 8:30 a.m., students
that are registered with no issue find themselves
with an extra hour on their hands. Sure, they could
visit Raymond Dining Hall for an early breakfast,

PHOTO COURTESY OF PROVIDENCE COLLEGE

Due to the competitive aspect of course registration, many students must plan their schedule weeks in advance.

but then what?
Seeing as 8:30 a.m. classes are often a struggle for
students, having something as important as course
registration beginning an hour earlier stymies the
mind.
For those students who encounter difficulties
registering for their courses, this extra hour may
prove to be beneficial, but even then, the stress of
not getting into a class coupled with the likely loss
of sleep seems to outweigh this potential positive.
Although no student has a class starting at 7:30
a.m., this does not ease the difficulty with which
many students still struggle to wake up on time for
registration.
One could argue that students are not required
to register at 7:30 a.m. since the registration period
ends at 11:59 p.m. on the same day. However, this
argument would ignore the fact that many courses

are competitive and difficult to get into, particularly
when it comes to those classes which fulfill the core
requirements of the College.
The week of registration for the next semester’s
classes is a significant point in each semester, which
entails meeting with advisors, reading degree
audits, scouring the course catalog for classes, and
ultimately waking up to register for them.
Keeping in mind that this occurs in the midst
of current coursework in addition to the millions
of other concerns students have, there must be
some way to minimize the stress that stems from
registration.
Whether it is moving registration times back or
finding another way to run course registration, there
is little doubt that the student populace would be
greatly appreciative of some update to the system of
class selection here at PC.

A Fresh Restart: Clean Room, Clean Mind
by Katherine Belbusti ’22
Opinion Staff
SOCIETY
Spring: it is that time of year again
when our jackets get lighter and the
days feel longer. The sun shines a
little more brightly and everything
comes back to life after a long winter
of hibernation. With spring comes
rebirth and the time for a clean slate.
What could be better than starting off
that period of newness with cleaning
our living spaces?
Decluttering your physical space
is a parallel for decluttering your
mental space. All the dark and cold
memories from winter are swept
away and all those rough spots that
you had during those cold months
can now be let go.
Spring cleaning a dorm room can
be a challenge within itself, but it is
doable and can be so rewarding. The
first thing recommended is to get
your roommates on board as well.
If they are not into it, do not worry.
You can still make your space look
different and clean.
It is first recommended to store
all your bulky winter sweaters
and clothes in a place not readily
accessible. After this, all your spring
and summer clothes will be the only
ones easily accessible, and seeing the
bright colors is a great first start.
After this, the dreaded deep

cleaning
comes.
That
means
scrubbing your desk and sweeping
away all the dust under your bed.
While this is probably the worst part
of the entire process, the fresh scent
of cleaning products will be pleasant
to you once you have finished.
Lastly, switch things up in your
room a bit. Rearrange the pictures
on your wall, or buy a new poster to
hang up. Even buying a new pillow
or decoration can really make your
space feel ready for the warmer
months.
Spring cleaning is perhaps one
of the most underrated and, yet,

most necessary things for a person.
While it might not seem like the most
appealing option to clean inside
while the weather is warming up
outside, there are many benefits to
doing so, including mental health
benefits.
Cleaning is a stress reliver. It is
often said that a cluttered home is
a cluttered mind. Picking one rainy
April afternoon to clean your room
could actually prove to relieve some
of your stress. Cleaning is a task that
requires just enough of your attention
to take your attention away from
other things that could potentially be

stressing you. Not to mention, once
your task is completed, you have a
great sense of accomplishment.
Instead of thinking of spring
cleaning as a chore, think of it as
a step in the direction of a new
beginning. It can help you finish the
semester strong if your mind is as
decluttered as your living space. Not
to mention, it will make moving out
after finals that much easier!
That’s the great thing about spring
cleaning. It is a process that can
really test your patience, but at the
end of the day, its benefits outweigh
the tribulations.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PROVIDENCE COLLEGE

Towards the end of the semester, students tend to be busier, which is why cleaning your room is an easy way to clear your mind.
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Writer vs. Writer

Does Social Media Foster Creativity?
by Elizabeth McGinn ’21
Opinion Staff
YES
Social media unfairly has a
horrible reputation; upon a deeper
look, however, creativity is actually
bolstered by social media.
Artists can use apps to promote
their content to the world with the
press of a button. From graphics and
comics to makeup artists and food
blogs, Instagram and other forms
of social media provide the perfect
platform for self-made creators.
Without needing to pay for screen
time or print advertisements, all
forms of art can easily reach a wide
audience.
Instagram, even at its most basic
level, can spark a renewed interest
in photography. Visual creativity
is often underscored as an art, but
it can create stunning images of
modern life.
Influencers, despite the poor
public image of some, also
contribute to this creative process.
New clothing lines can sponsor an
influencer, whose followers then
are exposed to the up-and-coming
brand. Novice fashionistas can scour
Instagram for new outfit ideas and
potentially establish an influencer
page themselves.
For
the
traditional
artists,
Instagram bypasses the elitism of the
art scene. Before social media could
act as a platform for displaying art,
most creators had to personally know
someone to share their content.
By uploading to Instagram,
however, each artist can individually
promote and showcase their works
to prospective buyers.
In particular, graphic artists of
comics enjoy a renaissance on social
media. The creation of memes,
which usually requires humor and

design skills, floods apps with
entertainment. Through these talents
and platforms, the artists can relay
their success into established graphic
design or continue to captivate the
world with their hilarious memes.
While Instagram relies on photos,
Twitter focuses on words. In a
maximum 280-character Tweet, users
must carefully choose their words,
and successful tweets require careful
deliberation. Developing humor in
280 characters is surely an art form
that creates joy in everyday life.
Instagram and Twitter are some
of the most popular apps among
college-aged students, but several
others exist that can also provide an
opportunity for creative flourishing,
like editing and design sites. The
next time you take a picture for
Instagram and search for the correct
lighting and angle, enjoy your
creative process.

by Alyssa Cohen ’21
Opinion Staff
NO
While social media has engendered
improvements in communication,
connections, marketing, and self
expression, the risks such online
networks present may run deeper
than fostering social ineptitudes in
America’s youth—they may also be
depleting younger generations of
their creative potential.
While social networks establish a
valuable public forum for artists and
other creators to publicize their work
and inspire others, they prove a more
significant hindrance in enabling
an individual to explore his or her
creative potential in the first place.
Despite the fodder for creativity
social media provides, such networks
concurrently present a more significant

LILLIE HUNTER ’22/THE COWL

Checking social media accounts is an every day occurrence, but can it be used for more 		
than just mindlessly scrolling?

distraction from harnessing this
creative energy needed to actually
create.
Essentially, as a large percentage
America’s youth endures an addiction
to social media, in accordance with
the societal glorification of being busy,
contemporary teens and young adults
no longer grapple with boredom.
The majority of contemporary
youth keeps an iPhone at their
fingertips that perpetually enables
the individual to extinguish any sense
of boredom instantaneously through
accessing social media.
In turn, the majority of American
teens and youth possess few creative
hobbies, as they no longer experience
the mental stimulation that impels the
creative process in an effort to fill the
void.
To that end, rather than utilizing
free time as a means of self discovery
through the creative process or
engaging in activities evocative of
the creative spirit, many people scroll
through an endless stream of posed
photos of people they may barely
know.
Essentially, the depletion of
creative spirit that social media
engenders, aside from the glorification
of superficiality and the mental
health concerns that such online
networks impose, proves pernicious
to American culture at large.
Generations of uncreative adults will
undoubtedly lend to a stagnancy in
art and innovation within our society.
That considered, once modern
teens and adults can acknowledge
their addiction and instill an
awareness in themselves of when
social media usage is hindering them
from exploring their creative process
and consciously appreciating the
world around them, social media may
be utilized as a tool of innovation and
expression rather than a suppressor of
creativity.
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by Taylor Godfrey ’19
Editor-in-Chief
EDITOR’S COLUMN
Bittersweetly, this edition of The Cowl is
our third-to-last of the year. As I prepare
to move out of the position which I have
held all year and pass the torch on to the
next Cowl Editor-in-Chief, I have been
thinking about the importance of a free
press and the importance, especially, of
student newspapers like The Cowl.
For casual readers, The Cowl may not
seem like an important part of campus.

Students might pick it up if they see a
stand, check to see if their friends are
on the Roving Photography page, or if
the Listomania is funny this week, and
put it back down. And while I may be
speaking from a rather biased point of
view—seeing the work that my staff puts
in every week and the passion and love
that goes into each and every issue—I do
not think I am remiss in emphasizing the
importance of press in our society and,
the microcosm of society that we are, on
campus.
In the politically polarized society
in which we live, it may seem like the
media does more harm than good.
And some sites, especially the ones that
lean significantly to one political side
or another and clearly have an agenda
behind their writing, may only add
fuel to the societal fire. But imagine the
world without a free press. Imagine what
politicians and other people in power
would do without the press to report on
and critique their activities. Imagine how
uninformed the public would be without

Tangents
Ballin’ on a
Budget
As a college student, money is
scarce and often used for off-campus
food and transportation. Naturally,
shopping for clothes is not a priority
for broke college students, but it is
necessary.
In order to save money while buying
clothes, many college students shop at
discount stores such as Marshall’s and
TJ Maxx that offer inexpensive, highquality clothing.
Some may argue that these stores do
not offer clothing that is as stylish as
brand-name stores, but this is untrue,
as department stores often carry namebrand styles and incorporate clothing
that complies to current styles.
“The good thing about stores like
TJ Maxx is that they keep up with the
styles,” Lauren Petrillo ’22 said, “As a
college student, I find it hard to find
clothing that is stylish with a low price
tag.”
Unlike name-brand stores, stores
like TJ Maxx and Marshall’s offer
multiple options in brands and styles.
Instead of selling one type of clothing,
these stores incorporate all different
types of clothing from maternity to
beachwear to nightwear.
“There is a variety of options at
every store and a bunch of different
brands all at discounted prices,”
Cassidy Molinare ’22 said.
In order to save money for Postmates
and Ubers into the city, college students
should shop at discount stores that
allow them to stay stylish at affordable
prices.
—Emily Ball ’22

Subscriptions
Subscription rate for a weekly issue by mail
is $100 per year. Send payment to The Cowl,
1 Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918;
make checks payable to The Cowl. Student
subscription is included in tuition fee; issues
are available around campus on Thursday

access to a free press.
While The Cowl may not be a media
giant like the New York Times or the BBC
that can sustain 24 hour, international
news cycles, student newspapers play
a role on college campuses as well.
They offer a space for students to share
their opinions, to hone their writing
and photography skills, and to amplify
their voices. From reporting on school
dances and panels to writing editorials
to reporting and photographing sports
games, The Cowl is a place for students to
decide what they want to write and what
they would want to read.
The Cowl is an over 80-year long
tradition at PC and one with which I
am proud to have played a part. The
Cowl will continue to serve as a voice for
students in the community and to search
for and report truth both during my last
few weeks and, I am confident, going
forward. Veritas is not only a pillar of PC,
but it is also at the core of what we do on
this publication and of our place in this
community.

& Tirades

McDermott Boys Fight the Flu and
Wash Your Hands
Do Not Stink
There are several distinct smells
around the Providence College
campus—some more pleasant than
others; however, the best smell on
campus comes from a surprising
source: McDermott Hall.
Yes, the all-boys freshman dorm
is providing upper campus with the
homey scent of clean linen, all while
proving to their mothers that they are,
in fact, still doing their laundry.
You can encounter the delightful
smell behind McDermott Hall on the
main pathway that runs from the
Ruane Center for the Humanities to
St. Dominic’s Chapel. While it is most
prominent during peak laundry hours,
it is a nice surprise for your nose.
Unlike the area between Raymond
Dining Hall and the Arthur F. and
Patricia Ryan Center for Business
Studies—which has an indescribably
horrid smell—the McDermott laundry
room literally provides campus with a
breath of fresh air.
Thus, McDermott is like an air
freshener for upper campus.
In the few seconds that it takes to
walk past the back of McDermott, you
feel like you are being engulfed by a
warm, freshly washed blanket.
Although you can find a similar
smell emitted from the front of Suites
Hall, McDermott’s central location on
upper campus and its residents are
what makes the fresh laundry scent
even more enjoyable. How often can
you walk past an all-boys freshman
residence hall and think that it smells
good?
While other parts of campus may
smell, one thing is for sure: McDermott
boys do not stink.
—Katherine Torok ’20

Sickness spreads fast, especially
when you live with and share a
bathroom with 30 plus other people,
or even just a few. As a courtesy
to our fellow students, everyone
at Providence College should add
something quite simple to their daily
routine: wash your hands!
It sounds like something a
kindergarten teacher would say to
her five-year-old students, but it is
a problem on this college campus as
well.
This season, like many others, the
College has seen bouts of the flu, the
stomach bug, and a plethora of other
illnesses.
PC’s campus is small; once one
person gets sick, it will spread. That is
nearly undeniable.
Some students argue that these
coughs and colds are unavoidable, that
they are bound to happen. While that
may be true in some cases, you can
never be too safe. For that reason, it
seems necessary to take precautions to
prevent these ailments.
Not only is it an issue of sanitation,
the handswashing issue is one of
respect. Once you exit the bathroom,
you are bound to touch doorknobs,
elevator buttons, and many other
objects.
If you are one of those people who
enjoys going out while sick, take your
peers into consideration: wash your
hands, cover your mouth, be polite.
It is all really just a matter of courtesy
and respect, we are all adults and we
should understand the consequences
of spreading illnesses, and especially
how to prevent them.
—Julia McCoy ’22

nights.

The Cowl is a proud
member of the Associated
Collegiate Press.
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10TH ANNUAL CELEBRATION OF STUDENT

scholarship
creativity
AND

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 2019
THE CENTER AT MOORE HALL

A lively selection of research presentations, visual art exhibits, and performances will take
place from 12:30 - 4:30 p.m. Please note that you do not need to attend the entire event.
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Friar Hockey Fanatic!
Complete the crossword below
1

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12
13
14

Created using the Crossword Maker on TheTeachersCorner.net

Across
1. Who is the Assistant Head Coach of the Friars?
6. Friars' all-time leader in games played, appearing in 151,
8. Who scored the fourth goal against Cornell in the East Regional
Final?
9. How many NCAA Frozen Four appearances have the Friars had?
10. Who did PC beat in 2015 to win the NCAA National
Championship?
13. What conference are the Friars a member of?
14. What city will the 2019 Froze Four be held?

Down
2. Head Coach Nate Leaman was just nominated for what award?
3. After winning the East Regional Final game against Cornell, where
is PC headed to next?
4. Who did the Friars play in the first round of the National
Tournament in 2019?
5. Scored the game winning goal against Boston College in double
overtime to win the Hockey East Championship in 1985.
7. Who will PC play in the Frozen Four?
11. Leads NCAA in shutouts with 8 shutout games.
12. What other team from New England is in the Frozen Four?

Photography
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CAMERON VILLARUEL ’21/ THE COWL

ABOVE: Students and faculty participate in the Oriana Choir
and I Cantori concert on Saturday, March 30 in the Ryan Concert
Hall in the Smith Center for the Arts. The theme of the Spring
Choral Concert was “A Light in the Darkness,” and the event was
sponsored by the Department of Music.
ABOVE RIGHT: On Friday, March 29, students gathered
in Moore Hall for the “Free the Poet! Event Series” sponsored
by Providence College Institutional Diversity. Along with PC
students, special guest Tre Gilbert spoke and performed poetry.
Gilbert is a New York based spoken word artist.

CAMERON VILLARUEL ’21/ THE COWL

ABOVE: Bob Driscoll speaks to the Business of
Sports club on Wednesday, April 3 about his career
in sports. Driscoll spoke about how students can
become involved in sports managment careers in
their futures.
LEFT: Archbishop Oscar Romero speaks to
students at the “A Reflection of Our Time” talk
in Aquinas Hall on Wednesday, March 27. The
presentation focused on themes of community in
the Church and society. The event was sponsored
by Providence College’s Department of Public and
Community Service Studies.
BRIANNA COLLETTI ’21/ THE COWL

Photos compiled by Laura Chadbourne ’20 and Nora Johnson ’20, Photography Co-Editors
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What skill would you like to
master?

“Public speaking.”
Evan Surette ’21

“Snowboarding.”
Liz Donnellan ’20

“Dancing.”
Kevin Griffin ’21

“Cooking.”
Michelle Fredericks ’20

“Learning how to speak fluent Spanish.”
Kit Randles ’20

“Creating and sticking with an exercise plan.”
Kevin Lynch ’19

“Driving a boat.”
-Spongebob Squarepants

PHOTO COURTESY BY PNGIMG

Photos by Jay Willett ’20, Staff Photographer
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Litany for the Long Moment
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Development of Western Civilization Welcomes Mary-Kim Arnold
by Grace Whitman ‘22
A&E Staff
ON-CAMPUS
On March 27, the American
Studies and Development of Western
Civilization departments welcomed
the successful poet, prose writer,
and visual artist, Mary-Kim Arnold.
Arnold’s work has been featured
in several literary and art journals,
including Tin House, The Georgia
Review, Hyperallergic, and The Rumpus,
where she was the essays editor from
2013-2015. She was born in Seoul,
South Korea and was raised in New
York. She holds graduate degrees from
Brown University and the Vermont
College of Fine Arts. Arnold currently
lives in Pawtucket, Rhode Island.
Students in their DWC Colloquiua
are currently reading her book Litany
for the Long Moment. About 100 students
were present at the lecture in Guzman
Hall. The book is based mainly on
Arnold’s experience trying to discover
her family history through a reality
show that connects adopted children
with members of their birth families.
Simultaneously, Arnold discusses a
day-by-day recount of her journey
back to Korea. Regarding the format
of the piece, neither the questions nor
days are in chronological order, and she
includes many images of her young self,
documents, and pictures from a Korean
textbook. Arnold began the lecture by
reading the prologue from her book,
so that students could understand her

journey from the author’s perspective.
After reading the prologue and
sharing some new poems that she
has been working on, the floor was
open for students to ask questions.
The first question was, “How did
your family react reading your book
for the first time?” Arnold responded
that her family members that are still
living have been very supportive,
generous, and kind after reading
the book. She mentioned that if her
mother was still alive, she probably
would not have written it, but her

relationships with other relatives were
stable, and they recognized that it
was her story that she needed to tell.
The next student asked, “After
writing this book, have you been drawn
to other authors who were adopted,
too?” Arnold gave a very honest
answer, saying that she was reluctant
to write about her adoption and
never had an “adoption community.”
Writing this book opened her eyes
to many people that are affected by
adoption. She mentioned that so
many people have reached out to her

to share their similar stories. “It was a
really incredible gift that I got out of it
unexpectedly.” Coincidentally, there
was a student who had been adopted
in the audience, and she shared how
she was able to relate to Arnold’s book.
Ruby Daley ’21 said, “I think that
Arnold did a beautiful job explaining
the structure of her text and reasoning
behind her words. She was open to
any questions and gave great insights
to what it is like writing about oneself.
I definitely appreciate her work
even more after hearing her lecture.”

Mary Kim-Arnold talked about how her adoption from Korea serves as an inspiration for her work.
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A Continuing Conversation: The Hispaniola Effect
Students Celebrate Hispanic Heritage in Moore Hall
by Anne DeLello ’20
A&E Staff
ON-CAMPUS
Providence College students gathered in Moore
Hall on March 27 to discuss and learn about the
Hispaniola Effect. The event was put on by both
the Board of Programmers (BOP) and the AfroCaribbean Association, and it allowed students
to share and learn about the island that is home
to both Haiti and the Dominican Republic.
They started the conversation talking about the
two parts of the island of Hispaniola, and where
people tend to go when they emigrate from Haiti
or the Dominican Republic to the United States.
Kingsley Metelus ’21 is one of the members
of both BOP and the Afro-Caribbean Association
who put on this event. When speaking, Metelus
emphasized that the purpose of the event was
to “celebrate the culture” of both Haiti and the
Dominican Republic here in the United States,
and more specifically here on the PC campus.
According to both campus organizations, the
intent behind having events like the Hispaniola
Effect is to do exactly that. Moreover, these events
are meant to “emphasize unity” among students
at PC as well as to get these students to “continue
the conversation” when they leave the event.
There was a sense of camaraderie among students
in the room, and the concept of continuing the
conversation seemed to be promising. Moore Hall
hosts many events like the Hispaniola Effect, and if
the conversation from events like this one continues
throughout campus, it may encourage a more diverse
group to attend these events moving forward.
The event also had food, a major draw at any event

Estarlyn Hiraldo ’21 (right) and Kingsley Metelus ’21 (left) share their Hispanic heritage with the audience.

hosting students, and a few dance performances as
well. The traditional dancing was accompanied by
lively music, making for a fun atmosphere in the room.
Michelle Garcia, a student at University
of Massachusetts-Lowell, performed as well,
showcasing her own spoken word poetry. Garcia
is a self-described “Afro-Latina poet,” and she
describes that “one of the struggles of being Latina
is that we can’t speak Spanish” when growing up
in the United States. She went on to say, “people
try to take away you being Dominican or you being
Hispanic because you can’t speak your language.”
Garcia channels these messages through her poem,
“Letters From a Poet to Her Mother Tongue.”
Garcia continued the conversation that began

LILLIE HUNTER ’22/ THE COWL

earlier in the night with the discussion of the history
of Hispaniola. She showed that spoken word
poetry is one way to keep the conversation going
surrounding the island, and those who come to
America from Haiti and the Dominican Republic.
Metelus rounded out the event with a few poems
about Haiti. The first poem, titled “Flight 1804,”
consists of satirical guidelines for Haitians immigrating
to the U.S., outlining the unfair opposition that
immigrants face when entering the country. Another
poem read by Metelus, “Black Magic,” addressed the
stereotypes surrounding “voodoo” in Haitian culture.
The Hispaniola Effect brought together a group on
the PC campus to celebrate this island of Hispaniola, and
to ensure that there is conversation about it here at PC.
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Hysterical Laughter: Veep Returns for Final Season
Political Comedy Show Stays Relevant Amidst Changing Times
by Julia Vaccarella ’20
A&E Staff
TELEVISION
There is no shortage of political
television shows available today with
series like House of Cards and Scandal.
However, both shows have since run
their courses, and HBO’s series, Veep,
which aired the first episode of its
final season on March 31 after a long
hiatus, will soon be joining that list.
Unlike its counterparts, Veep takes a
comical, and even more often, satirical
tone to the political atmosphere.
Julia Louis-Dreyfus has starred
on the show and received multiple
awards for her performance since
Veep premiered in 2012. Cast
members include Tony Hale and
Anna Chlumsky. In a fitting move to
conclude the series, the farewell season
will feature only seven episodes.
One of the elements that makes
a show like Veep relevant—even
eight years later—is the current
polarized political climate. Avoiding
party affiliation is appropriate for
a comedy series and essentially
avoids explicit bias on the part of
the cast, rendering fans more likely
to relate. The episodes of the show
have maintained a comical mood
that just slightly extends beyond

reality. This feature is more appealing
to those who are not interested in
the complexities of politics, even
in the form of a television show.
Perhaps this, too, is why the show
has been allowed to run for so long.
However, considering that the
show has not aired for approximately
two years now, viewers will have

to see how, and if, the creators have
adjusted the series to mirror changes in
American politics. Caroline Framke of
Variety is skeptical of the final season,
asserting that “much of the novelty of
Veep’s signature viciousness has worn
off. It’s not necessarily the show’s fault
that it now exists when the politics of
cruelty rules the day, but it does, and

Julia Louis-Dreyfus has won six Emmys for her portrayal of politician Selena Myer in Veep.

the strain of trying to parody it shows.
The series’ response to the hyperbolic
times largely seems to be upping the
ante of its own ferocity to match, but
that can only sustain a scene for so long
before it flatlines from exhaustion.”
Regardless of what season seven will
entail, Veep has come to a point of conclusion.
Veep airs on HBO, Sundays at 10:30 p.m.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Humanities Forum Hosts Br. Jordan Zajac ’04, O.P.
Virtue’s Pour: Taverns In and Around the Shakespearean Theater
by Catherine Goldberg ‘20
A&E Staff
ON-CAMPUS
Brother Jordan Zajac ’04, O.P., Providence College
alumnus and now Friar, gave a talk at the Humanities
Forum on the role of virtue in taverns in Shakespearean
plays on Friday, March 29 in the Ruane Center for the
Humanities. Brother Jordan grew up in New Bedford
before attending PC to major in English and minor in
political science. From there, he went to the University
of Virgina to receive a master’s degree, finally attending
the University of Massachusetts Amherst to get his
Ph.D. in Shakespearean Drama. He joined the Order of
Preachers at the Dominican House of Studies in 2013.
Brother Jordan centered his talk on Shakespearean
times—16th century London, United Kingdom.
Plays were popular culture during this time, and
social groups formed revolving around them. All
types of people were welcomed to these plays,
whether groundlings (commoners who sat at
the lower level among those in their class), or the
wealthy (who sat in expensive seats in boxes above).
During this time, drinking was commonplace in
London. For this reason, Shakespearean plays often took
place in the alehouse. Brother Jordan quoted a German
writer who came to London and said he had “never seen
more taverns and alehouses than in London.” He went
on to say, “Where there are theaters, there are taverns.”
From this, Brother Jordan gathered that Shakespeare,
having read Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, intentionally
used alehouses and taverns as main settings in his
plays to promote the virtue of temperance. Staging
scenes in alehouses was a completely new idea, and
Shakespeare took precisely these circumstances as a
model, not to follow upon the drunkenness which
took place in the taverns, but rather to present men
in the ugliness of their vices in order to make others
abhor them and make them hate the sins themselves.
One of the examples given by Brother Jordan was
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Brother Jordan Zajac ’04, O.P. , discusses how Shakespeare associated taverns with the virtue of temperance.

the figure of Falstaff in Henry IV. He describes Falstaff
as an “appetite with legs”—someone who is bold,
eats too much, and drinks too much. Falstaff is one of
Shakespeare’s most memorable characters. One of his
companions in Henry IV is the Prince who is a virtuous
foil to Falstaff’s vices. Unlike Falstaff, the Prince is able to
resist bodily pleasures. He does not fall into temptation,
but rather, he is aware of it. The Prince recognizes
that not everything revolves around sensual pleasure
and is able to pursue human desires temperately.
Brother Jordan concluded by tying this into Aristotle’s

philosophical description of happiness, opposing what
most people think happiness entails, which is sensual
pleasure; this conception of happiness makes people
slaves to their desires. Rather, Brother Jordan describes
the happy person as one who pursues sense pleasures
rationally. He says, “to be drunk is to hinder what
makes us unique in our rationality. It makes us less.”
As an alumnus, Brother Jordan is aware of the
drinking culture at PC. Jokingly, he concluded by
comparing students to Falstaff and reminded us to try
and live temperately in our popular drinking culture.
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Stagediving, Sweat, and
Support

Mom Jeans and Company Bring
Life to The Met
When the headliners finally took the stage,
Mom Jeans’ lead singer Eric Butler spoke about the
show and the tour as a whole, focusing mainly on
the people around him. He spoke not only about
MUSIC
his gratitude for the fans, but also for the other
“It’s kind of weird that there hasn’t been any bands who embarked on tour with Mom Jeans,
stagediving yet, right? First person to stage dive gets and “how f*****g cool it is to actually be on tour
a free t-shirt!” These were the first words spoken with your best friends.” This kinship between
by Kory Gregory, lead singer of the alternative/ the bands was evident throughout the show,
punk band Prince Daddy & The Hyena as he as members of supporting bands often stood
took the stage late on Friday, March 29. Less than towards the back of the stage and sang along
five minutes later, the crowd at a Pawtucket with whichever band was performing at the time.
This often ventured past backstage support, as
music venue, The Met, was jumping, moshing,
and bouncing all over the stage and dance floor. members of these bands would run on and off stage
This sort of semi-organized chaos is perhaps to sing choruses, rip guitar solos, or even play the
the most accurate way to describe the night as trombone. It was often difficult to figure out where
a whole, as it persisted through each of the four one band ended and the next began, and this made the
separate sets performed by the bands hosted. sets that much more special and entertaining for all.
The clear support of each of the bands towards
From the first set by the Montclair, New Jerseyband, Hit Like A Girl, through the dance-filled each other and the crowd of fans was exemplified
performance by the Michigan-bred band, Mover not only in their shared stage presence, but also in
Shaker, not one member of the crowd opted to the promotion of a charity founded by the members
stand still. This energy built and built throughout of Hit Like A Girl. Called “No More Dysphoria,”
the night, culminating with the headlining this nonprofit seeks to assist transgender and
set by Berkeley, California’s Mom Jeans. genderqueer individuals with their difficult and
None of the bands lacked energy either, as expensive transitions. Each band made sure to
each ripped through their sets with passion promote this nonprofit, and in doing so showed
and flair to spare. Hit Like A Girl fervently not only their concern for one another, but for
screamed their lyrics into the crowd, while often-marginalized members of our society
Mover Shaker strutted and spun their way who could use the recognition and support.
By the end of the show, the audience was
around the stage, shredding impassioned
guitar solos and swelling synthesized grooves. left with sore limbs, ringing ears, and smiles on
The members of Prince Daddy & The Hyena, their faces. But throughout all of the lively and
besides having one of the more interesting band raucous performances, one thing was abundantly
names in today’s music landscape, built on each clear: these bands were more than grateful to be
other’s energy and provided fans with the perfect performing with each other and for their audience,
soundtrack to their crowd surfing and stagediving. who was extremely happy to have them there.
by Peter Keough ‘20
A&E Staff

Mom Jeans hails from Grand Rapids, Michigan, where they played on April 3.
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Together Against
Islamophobia
Kidlit Community Raises
Money for Christchurch
by Sara Conway ‘21
A&E Co-Editor
LITERATURE

PHOTO COURTESY OF AT TAQWA TRUST

On Friday, March 15, news outlets and
social media platforms were consumed with
reports that a gunman had opened fire in two
Christchurch, New Zealand mosques. As a result,
50 people died, and another 48 were injured.
When faced with tragedy, once again, the
children’s literary community stepped up and used
their voices to console, to speak up, and to act.
The extraordinary power of the community was
demonstrated in the creation of Kidlit for Christchurch.
The Kidlit for Christchurch platform describes
their mission as such: “As members of the Kidlit
community, we want to make a stand against hatred
and Islamophobia, and show our solidarity with
the victims and affected Muslim communities.” The
page hosted an auction and raffles, which occurred
March 24 to March 27, with prizes donated from
people across the Kidlit community, ranging from
authors and artists to literary agents and editors.
The 286 auction items included critiques by wellknown authors, such as S.A. Chakraborty who wrote
The City of Brass, and literary agents, like Eric Smith
from P.S. Literary Agency. Authors also donated signed
books with other options to bid for an #ownvoices
book by a Muslim author of the winner’s choice. Phone
calls and Skype opportunities with authors, editors,
and literary agents were offered, as well as items
from artists in the community including art prints,
graphic commissions, and character illustrations.
S.K. Ali, the author of Saints and Misfits as well as
the upcoming novel Love from A to Z offered the highest
bidder the chance to name a character in her next book,
while the co-founders of the Marginsbox book box,
which features “Black, Indigenous, and person of color
(BIPOC) young adult authors,” donated subscriptions
in the “Other Cool Stuff” section of the auction.
The winners of the auction have the choice to
either donate to the At Taqwa Trust of the New
Zealand Islamic Information Center or support the
LaunchGood fundraiser, “United for Christchurch
Mosque Shootings,” which officially closed on
March 31. As of March 29, about $1.8 million
USD has been raised through the LaunchGood
fundraiser. The proceeds go directly to the families
affected by the terrorist attack through the New
Zealand Islamic Information Centre (NZIIC).
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Not Exactly Twinning

American
Viewers and Critics Battle Over Peele’s Us Must-Reads
by Joshua Carone ‘22
A&E Staff
FILM
Anyone who doubted Jordan Peele’s staying power
was proved wrong this weekend as his sophomore
film Us made a colossal $70 million upon its release.
Peele’s genre-bending thriller broke several box
office records including biggest opening for an original
R-rated movie and biggest opening for an original
horror movie, a record previously held by A Quiet Place.
Us comes at the heels of Peele’s critically-acclaimed
directorial debut, Get Out, which he received an
Academy Award for. That, along with the incredible
marketing for Us, built up an insurmountable
amount of hype for the March 22 release.
Critically, the movie has been incredibly successful,
hitting a 94 percent on Rotten Tomatoes and a 81 percent
on Metacritic. However, the film has been polarizing
for viewers; it currently sits with a 7.4/10 on IMDB,
largely due to people either giving the film a 10 or a 2.
The large discrepancy between critic and
audience reviews is a result of several different
factors, one being the originality of the film.
Almost every critical review of Us points to
how different it is from the stereotypical slasher
through its use of metaphors and intricate themes
to not only provide scares, but a message as well.
As a result, viewers are not met with the spoon-fed
narrative most horror movies supply, leading to the
lack of “fright” in the film being a major complaint
by audiences. Ann Hornaday of The Washington Post
provides a reason for the distaste by noting how “the
audience’s enjoyment of Us is far more dependent
on their love of scary movies than on pointed satire,
which Get Out blended with such elegant finesse.”
Peele is known for being a true cinephile when
it comes to the horror genre, paying homage to
works of Stanley Kubrick and Alfred Hitchcock
in his own movies. A consequence of this could
be his desire to push the boundaries of the genre
and what true “horror” really is, losing fans

who paid to be frightened by people popping up
from behind doors and other horror movie tropes.
The film community saw this last year in A24’s
Hereditary, another thriller that split audiences
because of its departure from the stereotypes of the
brand. It is a repercussion of a genre polluted with
Annabelle sequels and Halloween remakes, plot-driven
films with little to say in terms of cultural relevance.
However, these movies are comforting to audiences
because in a time when ticket prices rise by the
second, it is nice to know what you are paying for.
Nevertheless, whether one enjoyed the
movie or not, Us reassured that in a platform
permeated with superhero flicks and remakes
of past films, originality in film still exists
at the hands of budding directors like Peele.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Lupita Nyong’o stars in Us, playing two characters: Red aand
Adelaide.

Life is too short to read everything. It may
even be too short to major in American studies,
history, or English. This column, brought to you
by professors in American studies, history, and
English, highlights the books you simply cannot
let pass, whatever your major. Start your list!
by Dr. Margaret
Manchester

Assistant Professor of History

In 1831, a young Frenchman interested in
sociology and political theory traveled to the United
States with his companion. De Tocqueville’s main
purpose was to study American prisons, but in
that endeavor, he spent months crisscrossing the
U.S. gathering information about its government
and economy, its inhabitants and their social
mores, and many other features of American
life. Democracy in America was published in 1835,
and it has become one of the foundational works
for studies of American culture and politics.
Although he traveled during the Age of Jackson,
his analysis is remarkably prescient, particularly
when he discusses the long-term consequences of
a racialized slavery. He argues, for example, that
among the most formidable of all the ills threatening
the future existence of the Union is the presence
of black slaves, noting the “natural prejudice
which prompts me to despise whomsoever has
been their inferior long after he has become their
equal” (349). In one memorable section, he travels
by steamboat down the Ohio River, separating
free Ohio from slave Kentucky. The stark cultural
differences he notes on the two sides of the river,
including an indolent southern white population
benefitting from the toil of slave laborers, contrasts
with the industry and energy he finds in the free
state. This book, written in a lively and engaging
style, is a must read for anyone interested both
in the development of American institutions
and the lingering issues of race and inequality.

Spinzone: Peloton Sued For Illegal Streaming

by Daniel O’Neill ‘21
A&E Staff
VARIETY

The high-tech fitness company
Peloton has stumbled into a large
problem: a $150 million lawsuit for
using unlicensed songs. Peloton
creates home fitness machines with
tablets that have the ability to create
strictly music-driven workouts for
customers. This is a revolutionary
company in the marketplace today,
but many people are wondering
how the company managed to
create their brand without getting
the correct licenses for the music.
Artists that have had their
music used unlawfully by Peloton
include pop behemoths like Justin
Timberlake, Rihanna, Lady Gaga,
Bruno Mars, and Ed Sheeran.
Based in New York City and in
possession of a relatively wealthy
following, the fitness stationary bikes
sell in the retail market place for a little
over $2,000. Customers must also pay
$39 per month to be able to use the live
classes created by the company. This is
where the music becomes a problem.
The live fitness classes use specified
playlists created by instructors to
motivate customers. If the customers
want to, they can even compete
in virtual races with other users.
According to CBS News, Peloton
has been dubbed the “Netflix of
Fitness.” This is because the company
managed to cross into two different
industries: both fitness and streaming.
Peloton has revolutionized both
marketplaces, which is why many

customers are confused as to how the
startup company made such a blunder.
This issue of licensing in the music
business, as well as outside of the
industry, is something that many artists
struggle with today. The main issue is
the complications that arise when it
comes to licensing; synchronization
licensing is something that Peloton
is targeted for. The problem here
is that, for Peloton specifically, no
publishers of the songs have agreed
on a universally set fee for this sort
of licensing. This seems to point to
Peloton as being, in essence, lazy, since
negotiations for this kind of licensing
can be arduous and time consuming.

This system of licensing is one of
the main sources of income for artists,
since record companies in most cases
take a large portion of the money
from artists they sign. Essentially, this
“sync” licensing is a surefire way for
artists to be compensated for their
craft. This is one of the reasons many
customers of Peloton have taken
issue with the company’s mistake
resulting in a $150 million lawsuit.
Many of Peloton’s customers
have sold their stock in the company.
However, a lot of customers are
staying with the company. Those
customers who are staying with the
company do not see the one glaring

Peloton spin bikes bring together exercise and music streaming through virtual classes.

mistake of the company: Peloton
got the correct licensing for some
of the songs. That means that the
company’s executives knew about
the licensing requirements yet failed
to acquire licensing for all songs.
The $150 million lawsuit is certainly
hefty, yet many people think that
Peloton essentially made a mistake;
there was no malintent in their actions.
Many of the classes that have been
removed from the service due to
the unlicensed songs were the most
popular classes, yet executives of
the company tell customers they are
working hard to continue the quality
of service that its customers enjoy.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PELOTON
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Part 1 & 2 of Julia's series,
The Mirror and The Circle,
can be found on The Cowl's
website https://www.thecowl.
com

FICTION

The shrill cry of the alarm
dispelled Tessa’s shade of sleep
as her sock-covered feet hit
the linoleum floor. She danced
awkwardly across the room
and swiped her smartphone’s
notification bar to the side. She
already knew it was 10 in the
morning, that it was cloudy
with a 60 percent chance of
thunderstorms, and that her
phone had woken her up four
hours too late.
The traffic en route to the
station was predictably awful.
Construction on I-90 had been
dragging on for months, and
everyone else had finally caught
on to her idea of taking back
roads instead. She found herself
surrounded by civilians in threeyear-old sedans who had either
had too much or too little coffee,
though, at this point her arrival
time didn’t matter.
Tessa grimaced as she choked
the steering wheel. She was not
looking forward to the smug grin
Roberts would be wearing as she
explained why she was late. The
man was about as endearing as a
three-day-old corn chip left on the
wet floor of a truck in mid-winter,
and almost as soggy.
Roberts didn’t make eye
contact as Tessa swiped her badge
and entered the prep room; he
was too busy throwing together
a briefing. She couldn’t help but
notice the word “Top Secret”
stamped across the top. Before
he could slap the folder shut she
noticed an alarming number of
black bars on the sheets. She had
picked the wrong day to mix up
her alarms.
“Signals in Cleveland, Topeka,
and Chicago,” Roberts grunted,
kindly declining to comment on
her tardiness.
“Same type of activity as
before?” She asked, yanking her
locker open with perhaps too
much force.
“A bit more intense. Some
shared information from Langley
gave us the tip, and Secretary
Valentine signed off on our part.
We’re rolling out as soon as you
gear up.”
“What kind of opposition are
we anticipating? And is this a
force op, something quiet, a raid,
what?”
“This is worse. Heavy armor,
hollow points. And bring the
caduceus.”
Swearing under her breath,
Tessa holstered her piece and

threw on her liquid nanite jacket.
The five-pointed star on the breast
pocket glowed for an instant and
then faded as she reached for the
long, thin staff resting against
the wall of the locker. A wave of
goosebumps traversed her body
as she strapped it to her back.
As much as she hated to wonder
what warranted its use, she
couldn’t wait to see it in action.
“Do we have confirmation that
this is a Broken Arrow incident?”
she asked flatly.
Roberts sighed, and his
shoulders slouched for a moment,
his Sumerian ornamented rifle
dipping closer to the floor.
“Yeah. Intercepted in transit
somewhere in the midwest.
Probably Kansas. We don’t really
know where or how.”
“Jesus. First
Atomwaffen, now
these guys.
Who guards
these things,
the Chicago
Cubs?”
Roberts
shrugged
and got the
door for her
as they made
for the garage.
Their eyes met,
and she felt her
stomach turn. She
didn’t want to think about if
they would both survive to walk
through these doors again.
By the time their team arrived,
the suspects had been trapped
in a decrepit warehouse by an
FBI SWAT team for three hours
already. They had been ordered
to stand down while awaiting the
team’s arrival, and as their SUV
pulled up and the four of them
hopped out of the back, the SWAT
commander greeted them dryly.
“Pack it in boys, Dumbledore’s
Army is here to save the day.”
“Can it. What’s the situation?”
Tessa barked at the diminutive
agent.
“Four confirmed hostiles. Two
possibly armed, two holding
the device. At least one of them
is,” he paused and his upper lip
wrinkled in disgust, “of your
kind.”
“What’s the catch?” Roberts
asked, barreling past the
commander’s expression. Best
not to let politics get in the way of
national security.
“Local PD noticed the unusual
activity, and two boys got capped.

Once they realized there’d be
more coming, they rigged the
place up. It’s a death trap for
anyone who doesn’t have your
capabilities,” the commander
stated darkly.
Tessa studied the facade of
the warehouse. Covered in rust
and without a single unbroken
window, it seemed lacking as a
battleground for the fate of the
nation. She caught Roberts’ eye
and, not wanting to acknowledge
the despair in his eyes, unclipped
the caduceus from her back. Now
was a time for action, not feelings.
The front door and the lobby
proved unremarkable, and even
as they ventured further into
the heart of the warehouse they
encountered only a few easily
disarmed IEDs. Each row
of mildew and dust
covered boxes
they passed
without
incident only
intensified
Tessa’s
anxiety. No
way it could
be this easy.
The way
Roberts had
built it up, this
was supposed
to be their D-Day.
As if the universe
had set out to punish her
for failing to knock on wood,
she heard the unmistakable click
of a pistol hammer drawing
back about five feet behind her.
She saw Roberts' eyes widen in
dismay, but before he could get
his mouth to produce more than a
sputter, she had whipped around,
the staff leading the arc of her
motion into a connecting blow
with the faceless gunman’s neck.
The sound of a log in a
hydraulic press and the ghost
of a scream echoed throughout
the warehouse. An agent behind
her gagged and stuttered, “That
sound... were those his bones?”
She couldn’t answer for sure; she
knew from her training to avert
her eyes, and there was nothing
left of the man to examine.
She cleared her throat to
suppress the tremor in her voice,
“That’ll show the bastard.”
Straightening her back and
squaring her shoulders, she
signaled to Roberts to continue
leading forward. No one spoke as
they approached the last reported
position of the hostiles.

The group’s unease at the
lack of encounters was palpable,
though none of them wanted
to acknowledge the possibility
of having gone to the wrong
location. The last thing they
needed was to consider the
implications of bad intel in a
possibly nuclear situation.
As they cleared the last row of
the warehouse, Tessa turned to
Roberts for reassurance that the
sinking feeling in her stomach
was misplaced. She found no
solace in his eyes, which had
practically glassed over as he
looked at the bodies of the two
young officers on the ground,
their killers long gone. Roberts
removed his helmet without
a word, his hands growing
unsteady, and suddenly whipped
it into a pile of boxes with a
tormented scream.
“If it’s not here, then…” one
of the agents said, suddenly
connecting the dots. Roberts
tapped his earpiece, “Overwatch,
this is Square One. Circle
Opposition Forces unaccounted
for, Broken Arrow has not been
located. One enemy KIA, two
friendlies confirmed KIA as well.
Is there a secondary location, do
we have anything to go on?”
He waited a moment before
trying again, Tessa’s anxiety
mounting for what felt like the
50th time that day.
“Overwatch, this is Square
One.” After a pause, his voice
tinged with desperation, “Do you
copy?”
As was protocol, another
officer began to hail command
as well and pulled out his
communications device to
ensure it wasn’t malfunctioning.
Suddenly his hand was clapped
over his mouth, his eyes welling
with tears, though they seemed
devoid of emotion.
Tessa felt her heart plummet
to the floor of her stomach.
She’d seen that face before. Then
Roberts put his hand to his ear
suddenly, and as he listened, his
whole body seemed to deflate.
The anxiety that had picked up
the moment they left station was a
calcified lump in Tessa’s chest.
Roberts was quite a long time.
“Understood,” he mumbled as
he removed the earpiece and let it
fall out of his hand.
“We lost this one,” his face
screwed up in pain. “We lost a
whole lot.”
PHOTOS COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM
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Missing
by Dawyn Henriquez ’19
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

Loneliness covers him
Like the thin layer of dust
That covers all living things in a desert.
His black beard drips the last of his water.
It can be said that sadness
Etches the three creases on his forehead,
But those who would say that would be wrong.
Anyone who knows love can see
That he’s looking for the right constellations
In the bare starless sky.
The fish and bulls
That’ll lead him home
Where his thirst will meet rivers and
His hunger will meet the skin of his beloved.
His haunting grounds are the memories,
Of lips only touching but not kissing,
Of tongues tasting sanctuary, and
Of noses pressed against one another,
The scent of silence so sweet that
Tears are the only appropriate response.

To the Salty Body

PHOTO COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM AND GRAPHIC DESIGN BY JULIA ZYGIEL '19

by Kiley McMahon ’20
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

It rubs against the whole of my mouth,
covering my perfect teeth,
and my palat struck tongue.
It continues downward,
moving rapidly into my lungs,
which are already weak,
as they have collapsed,
once before.

It lines the whole of my rib cage,
and then is excavated out of my small intestine.
It tastes salty,
and my head feels dizzy,
as my thoughts revolve,
in a centripetal acceleration.

As it caves inward I gasp for air,
and then,
I let it lay me down peacefully,
as I float on by.
Finally,
my years of suffering are over,
as the salty body has won the battle.
It continued to creep,
down my lean and stern body,
until it took hold,
and I let it take control,
of my limp and hopeless body.
That is the best way,
to describe,
my losing battle,
to this salty body.
PHOTO COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM AND GRAPHIC DESIGN BY ELIZABETH MCGINN '22
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Honey Waves
by Jessica Polanco ’20
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

Our lips are the coastline
Where she is the water
And I am the sand
And naturally,
With every wave we meet
Together we feel so perfect
Marinating in each other’s touch
Nurturing each other
In a nutrient-exchanging dance
Where with every step
I fall more and more into a trance
Until the tide pulls her back
And I feel dry and alone
Ten seconds - a wait too long
But five are just enough
For me to stare at her beauty
And watch her wave to me
When the moonlight rises
And only her and I remain
She sings to me
Sings so I can feel her pain
She longs for our next embrace
Anxious for another taste
Buried inside me is her one true place
And a feeling like this
I could never replace

The Unknown

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM AND GRAPHIC DESIGN BY JULIA ZYGIEL'19

by Grace O'Connor ’22
Portfolio Staff
FICTION

It was an image of a
woman looking into the
deep blue Atlantic Ocean,
as the early morning sun
broke through the clouds.
The yellow sunlight filled
her blue eyes with life. Her
toes buried in the sand that
had not been warmed by the
sun yet. Her dirty blonde
hair was being blown behind
her shoulder. It was just
her, no one else. She looked
small, standing all alone on
the quiet beach. She was still
beside the swaying of the
weeds in the sand dunes,
and the movement of the
water being pulled away
from her.
She opened her eyes
slowly and looked in the
distance at the horizon, as if
it held all of life’s answers,

or at least she wished it did.
The morning tide lapped
against the sand as calmly as
her breath and the seagulls
above her head seemed to
have an excitement about
their destination, which made
her wonder if she would ever
have that enthusiasm again.
Their calls reminded her of
the time she spent on the
beach with her children. She
longed to be young again.
The sweet taste of lemonade,
the sound of people laughing,
her not feeling lonely. The
thought of it made her smile;
it was a time when she had
truly felt free and had her
whole future ahead of her.
Her eyes had held all the
wonder in the world as they
looked at the deep blue water,
and she had laughed as the

waves buried her feet in the
wet sand that held seemingly
hundreds of sand crabs
which had tickled her feet.
She would have enjoyed the
opportunity to be a mother
again and the time to live up
to that moment of absolute
happiness.
Although she missed her
past greatly, she knew that life
would keep moving forward
and all she could do was
appreciate its beauty. Watch
her children grow up and
be happy. Enjoy the simple
things in life. She would
always have her youthfulness
and an unburnable light
embedded inside herself. She
closed her eyes again as the
clouds separated to let the sun
shine on the beach.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM
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by Mark Fairchild ’20
Portfolio Staff
CARTOON

Making PC an emotionally stable place
one letter at a time.

My week was
uneventful, how was
yours?
Curiously,
George
Dear George,
My week was the
same as most weeks.
Monday, I caught
and cooked up a king
crab. Tuesday, I fought
a super villain and
saved Metropolis.
Wednesday, I was
shot out of a cannon.
Thursday, I cooked
scones. And Friday, I
danced with Earl.

L istomania*

Things Friars Keep In Their Robe Pockets:
• Travel-sized Bibles
• Incense
• Handwarmers
• More pockets
• Rosary beads
• Map of campus
• Tide-to-Go stick
• Copy of The Cowl
• Backup robe
• Cigars
• A collection of ABBA CDs
• The mystery of the Trinity
• Unconsecrated wafers (#afternoon snack)
• Personal autograph by Coach Cooley
• Martin Luther's 95 Theses
• Thomas Aquinas' Summa Theologica
*This is a satirical page that does not reflect the views of Providence College or The Cowl.

Best,

T i ff
Dear Man in the
Yellow Hat,
I've been spending
some time out of the
country lately. It's
nice to get off campus
after seeing so many
obnoxious Instagram
posts of other PC
students abroad. I've
realized it isn't that
great, though, so I'm
heading home. Turns
out that everything
still costs money
even when you're not
worried about Friar
Bucks, PC Cash, or PC
Prints.
Poorly,

EARL

Sports
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Men’s Hockey Still Dancing

Team Heads to the Frozen Four for the Fifth Time in Program History
by Scott Jarosz ’21
Sports Staff
MEN’S HOCKEY
The Providence College Men’s
Hockey Team entered the NCAA
Hockey Tournament as the fourth
and lowest seed in the East Regional.
The Friars were quite fortunate to be
selected into the East Regional, which
was hosted by Brown University
within the friendly confines of
the Dunkin’ Donuts Center. The
region also consisted of Minnesota
State,
Northeastern
University,
and Cornell University. For its first
matchup of the tournament, PC was
paired up with #1-seed Minnesota
State, who entered the regional
semifinal having never won an
NCAA tournament game in school
history. Despite lacking a win at any
point in its team’s history, Minnesota
State entered its semifinal game
against PC looking like a team that
could make a deep run in this year ’s
NCAA hockey tournament.
On Saturday, March 30, PC men’s
hockey took the ice at the Dunk to
play Minnesota State in the first
round of the East Regional. Although
PC was technically the underdog,
the team had the privilege of playing
at the Dunkin’ Donuts Center, just a
few minutes away from its regular
home at Schneider Arena. Despite
practically playing a home game,
the Friars had a poor start to the
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Wilkins has been a game changer for the Friars in the NCAA tournament; In two games he has tallied three goals and two assists.

game. In just under 12 minutes of
game play in the first period, PC
conceded three consecutive goals
to Minnesota State. Down 3-0 to the
Mavericks, it looked as though PC
had dug itself a hole which could
not be escaped. However, after Josh
Wilkins ’20 scored a power play goal
towards the end of the first period to
cut Minnesota State’s lead to 3-1, the
Dunkin Donuts’ Center came back to

life and the game felt brand new.
Entering the second period
down 3-1 instead of 3-0, PC showed
absolutely no signs of distress or
panic. At 4:37 in the second period,
Vimal Sukumaran ’20 scored on
an assist from Ryan Tait ’19 to cut
Minnesota State’s lead to 3-2 and
excite the crowd at the Dunk even
more. After this, the Friars scored
another power play goal, this time

The Friars celebrate after scoring their third goal against Cornell in front of a home crowd at the Dunk.
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by Kasper Björkqvist ’20. From that
point on, the Friars continued its
scoring run, adding three more goals
by Tyce Thompson ’22, Wilkins, and
an empty-net goal by Jason O’Neill
’21. PC beat Minnesota State by a
final score of 6-3, and would go on to
play Cornell University on Sunday
in the East Regional final.
After what was a sluggish start
to Saturday’s semifinal matchup
against Minnesota State, the Friars
made sure not to do the same
against Cornell, who had beaten
Northeastern 5-1 the previous day.
In Sunday’s East Regional final,
PC scored early and often, and
combined an outstanding offensive
effort with excellent defense and a
great performance by goaltender
Hayden Hawkey ’19. PC beat
Cornell 4-0 with goals by Greg
Printz ’21, Wilkins, Scott Conway
’19, and Brandon Duhaime ’20.
With the win, PC advanced to the
Frozen Four in Buffalo, New York.
This year ’s Frozen Four consists
of PC, Hockey East foe University
of Massachusetts Amherst, the
University of Minnesota Duluth,
and the University of Denver. The
first-round matchups are set to take
place on Thursday, April 11 with PC
playing Minnesota Duluth at 5 p.m.
and UMass playing Denver at 8:30
p.m.
PC has a tough matchup ahead, as
Minnesota Duluth is ranked the #2
overall team in the NCAA. However,
PC has won in similar situations
before. In 2015, PC advanced to the
Frozen Four as a 4-seed and beat
Boston University in the title game
to win the National Championship.
The other matchup features UMass
and #4 Denver. PC and UMass
are quite familiar with each other,
as the two teams have met three
times this season, and PC has a 1-2
record against the Minutemen. If
both UMass and PC advance to the
National Championship, there is
no telling who would prevail in the
Hockey East battle for the national
title.

Editor’s Corner:
Gronk Gone in
a Flash, but Not
the Patriots
by Jack Belanger ’21
Sports Co-Editor
PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
We all knew it was going to
happen eventually; there was no
way anyone could expect Rob
Gronkowski to play into his 40s like
his quarterback. With the number of
injuries he was enduring, continuing
to play is not worth it. As sad as it
is to see Gronkowski’s Hall of Fame
career end so quickly, appreciate
the fact that he was able to go
out a champion while he was still
relatively successful on the field.
While I am sure many fans would
have loved to see Gronk play for
another year, the risk of injury and
becoming ineffective on the field
would only result in many calling
for his retirement. He has not played
in more than 14 games in the past
three seasons, and that probably
would not have changed had he kept
playing.
It is amazing how quickly he
was able to solidify his spot in the
conversation as one of the greatest
tight ends of all time. While he will
not have big career numbers that
stack against others who played
much longer than he did, the fact that
Gronk only played in nine seasons
(seven of which he played more than
10 games) speaks to how much he
dominated defenders on the field.
However, Gronk’s Hall of Fame
career began and ended while Tom
Brady continues to add to his own
legacy.
While it may seem Brady and
the Patriots’ next challenge going
forward is to figure out how to make
up for the Gronk-sized hole in the
offense, believe it or not, it may not
be a challenge at all.
The Patriots have seen their fair
share of great receivers come and
go during the Brady era, and Bill
Belichick and Brady have shown
that the offense can adjust. Did the
dynasty go away when Randy Moss
and Wes Welker left? Nope. In fact,
New England was able to make and
win three Super Bowls after they
both left the team.
The Patriots still have several
great receiving options on the roster
with Julian Edelman returning for
a full season, a great pass-catcher
in running back James White, and a
promising runner in Sony Michel.
New England also owns three
picks in the first two rounds of the
NFL draft this season. Do not be
surprised if you see Belichick pick
up a tight end in the second round.
Gronkowski himself was a secondround pick after getting overlooked
due to injuries in college. Expect
the Pats to look at University of
Alabama’s Irv Smith and Texas
A&M’s Jace Sternberger as two tight
ends who should be available when
it comes time for the team to pick.
While it may be the end of one
crazy, exciting, and amazing Hall
of Fame career, Gronkowski will
always be a key piece that helped
keep the dynasty alive during this
decade that elevated the Patriots’
offense to new levels post-Moss and
Welker.
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Men’s Lacrosse Enters Second Half of
Their Season
Team Already Matches Win Total from 2018
by Liza Sisk ’19
Sports Staff
MEN’S LACROSSE
The Providence College Men’s
Lacrosse Team is heading into
the second half of the 2019 season
with a 5-5 record. The second half
of the season ushers in a focus on
conference play. Four of the next
five games for the Friars are against
Big East competitors.
The Friars defeated their first inconference competitor, St. John’s
University, on March 30. The team
traveled to Queens, New York and
took on the Red Storm in a nail
biting game. The Friars secured an
impressive 8-7 overtime victory,
advancing their record to 5-5 and
1-0 in league play.
St. John’s was first to score,
however, Kevin McCordic ’20
quickly answered, tying the game
with his third goal of the season.
The second quarter showcased the
offensive prowess of the Friars with
Tim Hinrichs ’20, of Amherst, New
Hampshire, scoring back-to-back
goals giving the Friars a 3-1 lead.
The third and fourth quarters
brought a fury of goals for both the
Friars and the Red Storm ending
regulation play with a 7-7 score.
With 1:12 left in overtime, Hinrichs
netted yet another goal, assisted by
Matt Grillo ’22 of Setauket, New
York.
Goalie Tate Boyce ’19 faced 24
shots on goal, tallying up 17 saves.
Boyce was also named as a finalist
for the Senior Celebrating Loyalty
and Achievement for Staying in
School Award. Ten NCAA Division
I Men’s Lacrosse student-athletes
are distinguished as candidates
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Hinrichs has had a breakout season for the Friars. The midfielder has set a career high in
points with 20.

for the award. To be qualified
for nomination, a player must
have notable achievements in
community, classroom, character,
and competition. Head Coach Chris
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After making 17 saves against St. John’s, Boyce was named Big East Defensive Player of the
Week, his third nod of the season.

Gabrielli describes Boyce as “a true
game and program changer.” The
award is determined by nationwide
fan voting, and the winner is
announced during the NCAA Men’s
Lacrosse National Championship in
May. Boyce is a three-time captain
for the program, pursuing a degree
in marketing. When asked about his
goals for the team and for himself
this season, Boyce said, “I am
hoping to do something we have
never done in my previous three
seasons, and that’s win a Big East
Championship.”
The Friars are looking to
maintain this momentum as they
delve deeper into conference play.
The team will be facing Georgetown
University on April 6, at home, to
kick off this portion of their season.
April also brings competition
against
Marquette
University,
cross-city rival Brown University,
University of Denver, and Villanova
University. Other than a trip to
Denver on April 20, the Friars will
be competing in Providence for the
duration of the regular season.
Duncan McGinnis ’19, of Menlo
Park, California, said, “The team’s
goal this season is to win a Big
East Championship and continue
playing into the NCAA tournament
in May.” He is particularly looking
forward to the game against Brown
University on April 16.
The road to the Big East
Championship will be a tough one
for the Friars. The rest of their Big
East schedule consists of teams with
winning records, which includes
Georgetown, who is the first team
to seven wins.
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Providence College Investigates:
Who Will Win The NCAA Frozen Four?

Providence College
by Sam Scanlon ’19
Sports Staff
PCI
After patiently waiting to see if
they had squeaked into the NCAA
Tournament field, the Providence
College Friars are headed back to the
Frozen Four. The adversity that they have
had to overcome this season, especially
throughout the playoffs, is a large reason
why no one is going to be able to take
them down. They have gone through too
much, they have an incredible amount
of momentum, and soon they will have
another championship trophy.
The explosive 10-goal regional
weekend was led by the dynamic top line
of Josh Wilkins ’20, Kasper Björkqvist ’20,
and Jack Dugan ’22. With three important
goals in the two regional contests, Wilkins
was named Most Outstanding Player and
continues to stay hot at the perfect time.
He now has 10 goals and six assists in his
last nine games entering the Frozen Four
in Buffalo, New York. Not a bad time to
be scoring at this rate. His offensive spark
is going to be pivotal in putting the Friars
past University of Minnesota Duluth and
University of Massachusetts Amherst/
University of Denver.
The offensive depth that the Friars
provided this weekend is a great step
toward a National Championship as well.
Every line produced goals throughout
the regional tournament, including the

The Friars celebrate as they head to their fifth Frozen Four in school history after clinching the East Regional
Title.

entire second line of Tyce Thompson
’22, Scott Conway ’19, and Brandon
Duhaime ’20. Greg Printz ’21 and Vimal
Sukumaran ’20, third and fourth liners,
respectively, also joined in on the scoring
parade. With every line producing at this
point in the year, the Friars are becoming
increasingly dangerous to opponents as
they continue finding the back of the net
and winning games.
However, everyone knows defense

wins championships and it starts with
goaltending. The Friars may have the
best goalie remaining in the tournament
in Hayden Hawkey ’19, who now
leads the country in shutouts. He has
not let in a goal since the first period
against Minnesota State University in
the opening round matchup. A solid
goaltender who has recently found his
rhythm will prove to be a key factor to
the Friars’ championship run.
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Lastly, the experience of the players
and coaching staff will lead the charge
to hoisting another trophy. Nate Leaman
brought his team to glory in 2015, and each
player on the current roster has played in
the NCAA tournament. The senior class
has been to four straight tournaments, so
they and the coaching staff know what it
takes to get the job done, and they will.
The National Championship will come
back to Friartown.

University of Massachusetts-Amherst
by Eileen Flynn ’20
Sports Staff
PCI
This particular season of hockey has
been very competitive; however, there is
one team that has had a difficult season
and has proven their talents. I believe
the University of MassachusettsAmherst hockey team will win this
year’s NCAA Division I Men’s Ice
Hockey Tournament. With a very tough
schedule, UMass gained respect and
attention throughout the season as they
beat out teams like Providence College,
Boston University, and the University
of Maine. They have an impressive
30-9 record this season, making them
a top four team in the nation all year.
Maybe even more impressive is their
18-1 home record at the Mullins Center.
The Minutemen came up short in the
Hockey East semifinals against Boston
College, and I believe this is exactly
what they needed to push them harder
in the weeks leading up to the NCAA
tournament. This acted as a wake-up
call to the Minutemen and helped them
realize what needed to change before
they took on stronger and more talented
teams at the national level.
They have a star studded roster, with
solid depth behind them that is ready
to go the distance in the NCAA. The
defensive end is held down by Hobey
Baker Finalist and generational talent,
Cale Makar. The sophomore captain
was the fourth overall pick in the 2017
NHL draft and has led the team with 48
points in 39 games so far this season.

On the front end, the trio of Jacob
Pritchard, Mitchell Chaffee, and John
Leonard have put up a staggering 125
points combined this season. This is all
tied together with the second-ranked
keeper in the nation, Filip Lindberg,
who has a remarkable save percentage
of .939.
The team demonstrated their
ambition to prove they are the best team
in the nation when they dominated

Notre Dame University in the West
Regional game. UMass came out fast
and furious, determined to get the
first goal of the game. After one came
another, and then the rest was history.
Once UMass starts rolling, it is very hard
for any team to stop them. In the games
versus both Harvard and Notre Dame,
UMass led in scoring opportunities and
completely controlled the game. They
outscored their opponents by a total of

8-0, while also outshooting them by a
large margin of 70-30.
UMass is headed to face the
University of Denver next. If UMass
continues to play like they have been
this entire year, they should secure a
spot in the National Championship
game. The tough schedule UMass faced
throughout the season has prepared
them to take on a strong team like
Denver.
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The Minutemen have a lot of momentum going into their first Frozen Four appearance in school history.
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A Look
Around
Friartown
Men’s Ice Hockey:
NCAA National Tournament
3/17 vs. Boston College, loss 1-2
3/30 vs. Minnesota State University, win 6-3
3/31 vs. Cornell University, win 4-0

Upcoming:
NCAA Frozen Four Semifinals
4/11 vs. University of Minnesota-Duluth

Lacrosse:
3/24 vs. Drexel University, loss 9-15
3/30 at St. John’s University, win 8-7 (OT)

Upcoming:
4/6 vs. Georgetown University
4/13 vs. Marquette University

Softball:
3/30 vs. Creighton University, win 4-3
3/30 vs. Creighton University, win 5-3
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Men’s Basketball Roster Features
a New Face
Friars Welcome UMass Player Luwane Pipkins
After Two PC Players Decide to Transfer
by Sullivan Burgess ’20
Sports Staff
MEN’S BASKETBALL
After a season of ups and downs for the
Providence College Men’s Basketball program, it
is time to recruit and make big decisions for the
program. Ed Cooley knows first hand that the
team needs to be reevaluated to see what can be
done for the future of the Friars.
After the National Invitational Tournament
first round loss to the University of Arkansas,
Cooley stated to press “We didn’t have it this
year—not a year that I’m happy about. To me, it’s
unacceptable. I have to do a much better job with
the group. We have to look at our program and
evaluate it as to what we need going forward…
Along the way, we have to change some things.
We’re looking for players who can help the Friars,
period.”
The changes began with the announcement of
redshirt forward Drew Edwards ’19 transferring
from PC to another school as a graduate transfer.
The school at which he will be playing has yet to
be announced, but the entire student body will
miss his hard work on the court and dedication
to the game.
Late in March, the news spread around
Providence like wildfire that University of
Massachusetts of Amherst Guard Luwane Pipkins
would transfer to PC. He will come to the school
as a fifth-year graduate transfer, which will make
him immediately eligible for the upcoming 20192020 basketball season.
Pipkins took to Twitter to announce the news,
tweeting “I just want to say thanks to all the

coaches that contacted me during this time, but
after careful consideration, I have decided to
use my last year of eligibility to play for coach
Ed Cooley and the Providence Friars.” When
asked about why he was joining PC, he stated
“Basically, I felt a connection with Coach Cooley
and his staff…They kept it real from the start and
were very honest with me.”
Some websites even have Pipkins as a projected
starter for next season alongside Providence
guard David Duke ’22. Last season at UMass,
Pipkins averaged 16 points per game, alongside
4.9 rebounds and 5.2 assists. These stats, along
with veteran leadership will be of great use to the
team.
Twenty-four hours after the announcement of
Pipkins, rumors began swirling that sophomore
point guard Makai Ashton-Langford ’21 was
looking to transfer from Providence. Soon
after, Ashton-Langford took to his social media
thanking the staff and school for the last two
years as well as his supporters from the student
body, and officially announcing his transfer.
Originally committed to play at the University
of Connecticut after high school, AshtonLangford had then de-committed from the
program to join the Friars. After a tough freshman
season, this season offered Ashton-Langford more
opportunities to show his playmaking skills that
he displayed in high school. However he was still
only able to average 3.7 points. 1.5 rebounds, and
2.3 assists this season.
The Friars will now head into next season
with their depth chart at point guard looking like
Pipkens, Duke, and Maliek White ’20 as players
who will be trusted to bring the ball up the court.

3/31 vs. Creighton University, win 4-3
4/3 at Brown University, win 6-0

Upcoming:
4/6 at Villanova University (doubleheader)
4/7 at Villanova University

Tennis:
3/30 at Butler University, loss 3-4
4/2 at Quinnipiac University, cancelled

Upcoming:
4/4 vs. Stonehill University
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After two up-and-down seasons in Providence, Ashton-Langford will look to find a fresh start elsewhere.

4/5 vs. Villanova University
4/7 vs. Assumption College

Track and Field:
3/29-30 at Raleigh Relays
3/29-30 at Stanford Invitational

Upcoming:
4/12-13 Ocean State Invitational
(co-hosted with Brown University)
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Pipkins will bring an offensive spark that the Friars were desperately missing this season. At his career at UMass, he shot 35
percent from the three-point line.

